INTRODUCTION {#sec0005}
============

There are currently no effective therapeutics to delay or reverse the cognitive impairment of Alzheimer's disease (AD). Over the past decade, the many pharmacologic interventions against AD have all failed, in part because drugs have difficulty passing the blood-brain barrier and have even less bioavailability inside neurons to affect the AD pathologic process therein \[[@ref001]\]. This is critical because intraneuronally-produced amyloid-β (Aβ), a small toxic protein, aggregates into toxic oligomers of up to eight Aβ molecules within neurons. These Aβ oligomers appear to be the initiating pathologic agents in AD, as supported by many recent studies \[[@ref002]\]. Indeed, changes in CSF levels of Aβ oligomers are associated with progression of cognitive decline in AD patients \[[@ref004]\]. Aβ oligomers have a high affinity for intraneuronal mitochondria, especially for mitochondrial electron transport proteins on the inner mitochondrial membrane, resulting in suppression of mitochondrial function/ATP production \[[@ref005]\]. This Aβ-induced mitochondrial dysfunction appears not only to be central to AD pathogenesis, but is also an early event therein \[[@ref006]\]. Thus, we believe that any effective AD therapeutic will need to penetrate not only the blood-brain barrier, but also neuronal cell membranes and then outer mitochondrial membranes in order to address the toxic "intraneuronal" Aβ oligomerization causative to mitochondrial dysfunction of AD.

Given the many years of unsuccessful drug intervention studies against AD, investigating new and innovative "non-pharmacologic" interventions against AD are now clearly warranted. Neuromodulatory approaches have consequently emerged and are currently being clinically tested against AD. These approaches include transcranial magnetic stimulation (tMS) \[[@ref010]\], transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) \[[@ref012]\], and deep brain stimulation (DBS) \[[@ref013]\] via chronically-implanted electrodes. All three of these approaches provide generalized stimulatory/inhibitory effects on neuronal activity, apparently without any direct "disease-modifying" actions against AD. To our knowledge, none of these approaches have been demonstrated to be efficacious against AD endpoints in cell culture or animal models for AD.

The newest neuromodulatory approach against AD is transcranial electromagnetic treatment (TEMT), which we have pioneered in pre-clinical electromagnetic field (EMF) treatment studies \[[@ref015]\] to AD transgenic mice. Much different from tMS, TEMT (and electromagnetic treatment in general) involves interdigitated magnetic and electric waves that are perpendicular to one another and to the direction which they are propagating. These interwoven magnetic/electric waves leave an antenna source and radiate away, never to return. At the EMF frequencies we have utilized, TEMT easily penetrates the entire human forebrain to impact "intraneuronal" pathologic processes, such as intraneuronal Aβ oligomer formation. Thus, TEMT is very different technology from the magnetic fields generated by tMS, which involve magnetic energy emitted by and returned to a coil conductor source. TEMT is also superior to other neuromodulatory approaches in being able to directly impact the entire forebrain while the other three neuromodulatory approaches can only affect cortical areas directly (tDCS, tMS) or a limited sub-cortical region directly (DBS). As well, tDCS and tMS require frequent clinical visits, while theneurosurgery required for DBS is both invasive and costly. By contrast, TEMT will be administered in-home by the patient's caregiver, treat all affected areas of the AD brain, and be available to essentially the entire AD population. Thus, TEMT has distinct advantages over other neuromodulatory approaches, which should enhance the chances for it providing true therapeutic efficacy against AD.

In 2007, our laboratory, in collaboration with multiple others, began investigating the effects of EMF treatment on cognitive function and brain Aβ pathology in AD transgenic mice. In a variety of studies, we discovered and confirmed that daily EMF treatment over periods of 1--9 months can prevent and reverse cognitive impairment, as well as reverse Aβ aggregation/deposition. These benefits apparently occurred through the complementary mechanisms of Aβ disaggregation (both small/oligomeric and fibrillar/compact forms), mitochondrial enhancement, and enhanced neuronal activity. All of these studies involved EMF treatment within the ISM radiofrequency band (902--928 MHz) reserved for Industry, Science, and Medicine and at Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) power levels below FDA/FCC limits. Although these pre-clinical studies clearly justify the TEMT clinical trial currently in progress, it is important to gauge to the extent currently possible the safety of this neuromodulatory approach for long-term use in humans. As such, the purpose of this article is to review evidence regarding the safety and efficacy of TEMT (and EMF treatment in general) as a new therapeutic intervention against neurodegenerative diseases. The review is divided into three sections, with Section I presenting pre-clinical data/studies supportive of EMF efficacy in AD animal models. Section II then presents pre-clinical data/studies that provide insight into TEMT safety. Finally, Section III describes human studies that relate to TEMT safety and potential physiologic/cognitive benefits.

SECTION I: SUPPORTIVE PRE-CLINICAL STUDIES OF EMF TREATMENT EFFICACY {#sec0010}
====================================================================

Since 2010, we have published five peer-reviewed papers showing the utility of EMF treatment in AD transgenic mice (Tg; AD mice) to provide cognitive benefits, anti-aggregation effects on brain Aβ, mitochondrial enhancement, and enhanced neuronal activity. These transgenic mice overexpress the mutant Swedish form of human APP alone (APPsw) or in combination with a mutant human PS1 gene (APPsw+PS1)---both mutations are causative to the early-onset form of AD via Aβ production/aggregation. In our initial paper \[[@ref015]\], we reported that twice daily whole body EMF treatment (pulsed at 918 MHz, 1.05 W/kg SAR) begun early in adulthood before compact Aβ plaques and cognitive impairment occur, protected AD mice from otherwise certain cognitive impairment months later; this, in a complex cognitive interference test ([Fig. 1A-C](#jad-53-jad160165-g001){ref-type="fig"}). If EMF treatment was delayed until older age (when compact Aβ plaques were extensive and cognitive impairment present), daily EMF treatment over months reversed both cognitive impairment ([Fig. 2A](#jad-53-jad160165-g002){ref-type="fig"}) and Aβ deposition ([Fig. 2B](#jad-53-jad160165-g002){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@ref016]\].

Of greater significance than the reductions in "extracellular" compact Aβ plaques was the preventive effect of TEMT on "intraneuronal" oligomeric Aβ aggregation following sonication of hippocampal homogenates from aged (14-month-old) AD mice. Over the course of 6 days, the progressive increase in the 80 kD Aβ oligomer was prevented by twice daily EMF treatment to these homogenates ([Fig. 3](#jad-53-jad160165-g003){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@ref015]\]; this result indicates that EMF treatment exerts a "direct" anti-aggregating effect on oligomeric Aβ. In addition to this *in vitro* prevention of Aβ oligomeric formation, aged AD transgenic mice given one month of twice-daily EMF treatment exhibited a 5--10-fold increase in "mitochondrial" soluble Aβ levels within hippocampal synaptosomes ([Fig. 4](#jad-53-jad160165-g004){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@ref019]\], which is consistent with EMF treatment-induced disaggregation of oligomeric to monomeric Aβ within these mitochondria. Thus, TEMT penetrates neurons to destabilize/disrupt oligomeric Aβ therein, possibly through destabilization of hydrogen bonds between individual Aβ monomers or through disruption of dipole-dipole coupling.

Linked to the above Aβ disaggregation were 50--150% enhancements of mitochondrial function across six established measures evaluated in the same tissue ([Fig. 5](#jad-53-jad160165-g005){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@ref019]\]. This finding suggests that EMF-induced removal of oligomeric Aβ from neuronal mitochondria results in a substantial increase in neuronal mitochondrial function---exactly the therapy needed for the mitochondrial dysfunction and hypo-metabolism present in brains of AD subjects. Importantly, EMF-induced mitochondrial enhancement was observed even in hippocampal mitochondria from normal aged mice \[[@ref019]\], indicating that EMF treatment-induced increases in mitochondrial function (especially for Complex IV enhancement) do not require removal of oligomeric Aβ aggregates. Indeed, both young adult and aged "normal" mice exhibit enhanced cognitive function with long-term EMF treatment ([Fig. 1D](#jad-53-jad160165-g001){ref-type="fig"}, 2A) \[[@ref015]\].

As yet another mechanism of EMF action, we have reported that EMF treatment for 2 months increases "neuronal activity" by 21% within entorhinal cortex of aged AD mice and normal aged mice, while increasing cognitive performance in the same animals ([Fig. 6](#jad-53-jad160165-g006){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@ref016]\]. This EMF treatment-induced increase in neuronal activity may be at least partially responsible for the minimal 0.1--0.3°C rise in brain temperature sometimes seen during treatment sessions in aged AD mice and normal mice (see Section II).

It should be underscored that all of our pre-clinical data (which is comprehensively reviewed in \[[@ref018]\]) was attained 2--8 h after EMF administration, indicating lasting benefits of EMF treatment beyond any daily treatment period. As detailed in Section II, all of the benefits of EMF treatment occurred through "non-thermal" mechanisms because we have shown that there are no increases in brain temperature during treatment sessions or in comparison to sham controls \[[@ref017]\]. Importantly, the benefits of long-term EMF treatment that we began reporting in 2010 have been confirmed in publications from three independent laboratories that utilized electromagnetic treatment in AD mice \[[@ref020]\].

From our collective body of pre-clinical EMF studies, we have identified three mechanisms of action associated with EMF treatment's ability to protect against or reverse cognitive impairment in AD mice: 1) disaggregation of "intraneuronal" Aβ oligomers and extracellular Aβ plaques, 2) mitochondrial enhancement within neurons, and 3) increase in neuronal activity---all three within brain areas importantfor cognitive function such as the cerebral cortex, hippocampus, and entorhinal cortex. Critical to these beneficial effects is the ability of electromagnetic waves (at the parameters utilized) to easily penetrate deep human brain areas and all neurons therein, as we have demonstrated in human phantom FDTD computer simulation studies ([Fig. 7](#jad-53-jad160165-g007){ref-type="fig"}).

It is important to note that there are currently no AD therapeutics in clinical trials that have been shown to be capable of Mechanisms 1 or 2, much less both of them. By attacking the AD-initiating processes of "intraneuronal" Aβ aggregation and suppressed energy production, and in multiple brain areas impacted by AD, TEMT is not based on a single pathogenic hypothesis like most drugs are. Regarding TEMT's anti-Aβ aggregation actions (Mech. 1),NeuroEM has identified both direct and indirect processes that are likely involved. As for TEMT's mitochondrial enhancement actions (Mech. 2), a direct enhancement of Complex IV activity and an indirect enhancement of overall mitochondrial function via removal/disaggregation of Aβ oligomers within mitochondria are involved. A detailed description of the multiple EMF mechanisms of action against AD will be the subject of a follow-up article.

Collectively, our pre-clinical studies of EMF treatment efficacy exceed the pre-clinical work performed for most potential AD drugs prior to their advancement to clinical trials. As such, clinical trials of safety/efficacy with TEMT administration to AD patients are now clearly warranted and are in progress.

Note, since all of our pre-clinical studies, and essentially all other animal studies, have involved "whole body" EMF treatment and not EMF treatment limited to the head/cranium, these animal studies are being referred to as "EMF treatment studies". The term "TEMT" is reserved for human clinical studies that have had, or will have, EMF treatment limited to the head/cranium, such as with our TEMT treatment device (see http://www.neuroem.com).

SECTION II: PRE-CLINICAL ANIMAL/CELL CULTURE STUDIES OF EMF TREATMENT SAFETY {#sec0015}
============================================================================

Section I presented strong evidence from our EMF treatment studies in AD (transgenic) mice that long-term EMF treatment provides both cognitive and neuropathologic benefits relevant to AD. The studies within this section will evaluate the safety of EMF treatment parameters (around 900 MHz and ≤1.6 W/kg SAR) used in our pre-clinical studies and in our currently underway clinical trial -- this, from the perspectives of animal and cell culture/*in vitro* studies. A particular emphasis will be placed on the inability of such EMF treatment to induce, or contribute to the induction of cancer, as demonstrated by a wide breath of basic science and biophysical studies.

Animal studies from our laboratories {#sec0020}
------------------------------------

All of our pre-clinical studies showing cognitive benefit and neuropathologic reversal in AD mice involved an EMF treatment frequency (918 MHz) within the ISM radiofrequency band (902--928 MHz) reserved for Industry, Science, and Medicine and SAR power levels (1.05 W/kg) below FCC limits for commercial devices: EMF treatment involved two 1-hour sessions every day. Animal studies have concluded time and time again that long-term exposure to radiofrequency waves in/near this ISM band have no negative impact on health, a conclusion that is underscored by safety endpoints evaluated in our own long-term studies. Those studies indicate that far from being deleterious to cognitive function in both AD mice and normal mice, daily long-term EMF treatment for up to 8 months actually improves cognitive function while not affecting sensorimotor function or anxiety levels \[[@ref015]\]. The reader is referred to these five published papers for details on the cognitive benefits and sensorimotor effects of EMF treat in both normal and AD mice.

The inability of long-term EMF treatment at 918 MHz to deleteriously affect brain homeostasis is indicated by our neurochemical analysis performed in both AD mice and normal mice following daily TEMT for over 7 months \[[@ref015]\]. For both AD mice and normal mice, TEMT had essentially no effect on hippocampal DNA repair enzymes (OGG1, PARP), antioxidant enzyme markers (cytosolic and mitochondrial SOD, GSH/GSSH), or protein oxidative damage (protein carbonyl content). Furthermore, histologic evaluation of brains from both AD mice and normal mice in our studies revealed no histologic or cytologic abnormalities, and no cancerous growths \[[@ref015]\]. As well, major peripheral organs (liver, heart, lungs, kidneys) were all normal in appearance.

Also underscoring the safety of EMF treatment at 918 MHz and below FCC power limits for commercial devices, all of the benefits of EMF treatment that we have reported occurred without any acute or long-term increases in brain temperature; in other words, EMF treatment provided cognitive and neuropathologic benefits through "non-thermal" mechanisms. For example, acute EMF treatment (two 1-hour treatments in a single day) to several types and ages of naïve AD mice and controls revealed no change in brain temperature during or between the two treatments ([Fig. 8A](#jad-53-jad160165-g008){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@ref012]\]; this was the same brain temperature profile observed in non-treatment mice ([Fig. 8B](#jad-53-jad160165-g008){ref-type="fig"}). Note the strong correlation between brain and body temperatures in this study ([Fig. 8C](#jad-53-jad160165-g008){ref-type="fig"}), although brain temperature is typically around 0.3--0.4°C cooler than body temperature. Longer term TEMT treatment (daily for 12 days) to AD mice also resulted in no change in brain or body temperature, both in relation to OFF periods and compared to control mice not given EMF administration ([Fig. 9](#jad-53-jad160165-g009){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@ref017]\]. In yet another study, we attained brain temperature measurements from aged AD mice and normal mice at 1, 3, and 6 weeks into EMF treatment \[[@ref017]\]. Throughout this 6-week study period, brain temperature remained stable or was minimally elevated by 0.1--0.3°C during ON periods. Following any such brain temperature elevations, brain temperature always returned to pre-treatment levels during OFF periods. Collectively, these results suggest that clinical use of our human TEMT device will result in either no increase in brain temperature or a minimal increase of no physiologic significance. It is noteworthy that, during moderate exercise in rodents and humans, brain temperature can increase by a much more prominent 1-2°C compared to any incremental elevation induced by 900 MHz EMF exposure/administration \[[@ref023]\].

Cancer and radiofrequency exposure: Animal and cell culture studies {#sec0025}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Numerous studies have administered radiofrequency (RF) EMF treatment involving ≈900 MHz frequency at around 1.6 W/kg SAR to rodents in order to determine any cancer-causing effects that might arise. These full-body exposure studies have determined that such radiofrequency treatment does not initiate, nor does it promote, any type of cancer investigated. With RF treatment at these parameters extending from 5 months to life-long, four studies found no evidence for an induction of brain tumors \[[@ref024]\], and another study reported no ability of such RF treatment to promote brain tumor growth initiated by a chemical carcinogen \[[@ref028]\]. Similarly, 900 MHz RF treatment extending from several weeks to life-long did not promote chemically-induced breast cancer \[[@ref029]\], nor did it promote UV radiation-induced skin cancer \[[@ref032]\]. Indeed, no increases in any type of cancer induced by non-ionizing radiation were observed in rodents exposed to 900 MHz RF treatment for 11/2 years \[[@ref033]\]. The National Cancer Institute's 2015 website summarizes these studies nicely in stating, "*It is generally accepted that damage to DNA is necessary for cancer to develop. However, radiofrequency energy, unlike ionizing radiation, does not cause DNA damage in cells, and it has not been found to cause cancer in animals or to enhance the cancer-causing effects of known chemical carcinogens in animals*".

The above animal studies are supported by human/rodent cell culture studies looking at DNA damage (genotoxicity) of the same 900 MHz RF treatment. Although such studies are not particularly relevant to human RF treatment because the vast majority of them are acute (less than 24 hours), they have almost universally reported no effects of 900 MHz RF exposure on indices of genotoxicity/DNA damage \[[@ref034]\]. In this regard, RF treatment to cell cultures had no effect on DNA strand breaks \[[@ref035]\] or micronucleus induction \[[@ref040]\]. Relatedly, exposing brain suspensions from mice to 900 MHz RF resulted in no effects on DNA stand breaks or chromatin conformation \[[@ref043]\]. A number of cell culture studies have measured the activity of ornithine decarboxylase (ODC), an enzymatic marker for increased cell proliferation/cancer, and found ODC activity to be similarly unaffected by RF treatment \[[@ref044]\]. Krewski \[[@ref047]\] presented multiple studies showing that RF exposure to cell cultures does not induce DNA strand breaks, chromosome aberrations, sister chromatid exchanges, or DNA repair synthesis. Verschaeve \[[@ref048]\] reviewed the data on alleged RF-induced genetic effects and concluded that the evidence for genotoxic effects of RF exposure (which would be important for demonstrating enhanced cancer risk) is extremely weak.

Consistent with the large body of human, animal, and cell culture studies indicating no association between 900 MHz RF treatment and any type of cancer, extensive research has not established any biologic mechanisms through which such RF treatment could cause cancer, even if an association were present. There is certainly a link between some forms of electromagnetic radiation (e.g., UV radiation, x-rays, and gamma rays) and some cancers. These electromagnetic forms have extremely high frequencies that are many orders of magnitude higher than RF waves. Since the photons of these very high frequency forms of radiation carry a large amount of energy compared to RF, they can break covalent chemical bond; importantly, all carcinogenic agents act by breaking covalent bonds \[[@ref049]\]. In sharp contrast, RF-generated photons have a much lower energy level that is insufficient to break, damage, or weaken any covalent bonds. Although RF photons can induce rotational motion of strongly dipolar residues \[[@ref050]\] or produce resonance/vibrational effects on some molecules \[[@ref051]\], these effects are not deleterious in causing or promoting cancer. The impossibilityof radiofrequency waves, and thus our TEMT device, to induce cancer is supported by the research of none other than Albert Einstein. He won the 1905 Nobel Prize in Physics for establishing that much higher electromagnetic frequencies (UV,x-rays, gamma rays) are required to break covalent bonds in molecules and, thus, to increase cancer risk.

Cognitive function in rodents {#sec0030}
-----------------------------

We have performed multiple studies investigating the long-term cognitive effects of daily RF treatment to normal and AD mice \[[@ref015]\]. All of these studies involved pulsed 918 MHz frequency and 1.05 W/kg SAR for two one-hour treatment periods daily, very close to the parameters built into our human TEMT device and the same daily treatment paradigm (two 1-hour periods). In none of these comprehensive studies were any cognitive impairments observed in either normal mice or AD mice in any cognitive task evaluated. Indeed, cognitive enhancement was often seen, and usually in a complex task that is measure-for-measure analogous to a human task of the same name that is used to distinguish AD and pre-AD patients from normal aged individuals---namely, the cognitive interference (CI) task. In an initial study, we found that AD mice started on daily TEMT in young adulthood were protected from otherwise inevitable cognitive impairment in the CI task at 7 months into treatment \[[@ref015]\]. In follow-up studies involving the start of EMF treatment at older ages (when AD mice were cognitively impaired), 2--8 months of daily treatment reversed cognitive impairment in the CI task and in the Y-maze task \[[@ref015]\]. Even normal mice receiving treatment in these studies showed cognitive improvement in both the CI and Y-maze tasks. In all of our studies, beneficial effects lessening brain AD neuropathology \[[@ref015]\] and/or enhancing brain metabolic function \[[@ref019]\] were observed. Although all of these mouse studies involved whole body RF treatment, mouse brains were receiving RF exposure (thus TEMT) very similar to that provided by our human TEMT device.

Other investigators have investigated cognitive endpoints in "normal" rats or mice given 900 MHz RF exposure. All of the well-designed studies involving adult animals have reported no overall effects of 10 days to 19 months RF treatment on a variety of cognitive tasks such as the 8-arm radial maze and Morris water maze \[[@ref053]\]. Although one of these studies \[[@ref057]\] reported transient cognitive impairment midway through 10 weeks of RF treatment, the authors did not find any impairment at earlier or later time points and concluded that rats can adapt to long-term RF exposure. Interestingly, one study involving RF treatment for 5 weeks to "immature" rats reported an enhancement in Morris maze memory retention \[[@ref059]\]. Why have all other 900 MHz RF studies involving normal "adult" rodents failed to find the cognitive benefits that we have reported in normal mice? First, most of these prior studies involved shorter-term treatment (30 days or less), which our work shows is usually not sufficient for cognitive benefit in normal animals \[[@ref015]\]. Second, in contrast to our cognitive interference task, the cognitive tasks selected have often been tasks that are relatively insensitive to various cognitive domains and not directly relevant to humans. It should be noted that some other rodent studies have actually reported cognitive impairment resulting from RF treatment \[[@ref060]\]. However, most of these studies were poorly designed. For example, there was often an inexplicable delay of 2--18 months between RF treatment and cognitive testing \[[@ref060]\] or RF treatment was compromised by stressful background radio noise that was not controlled for \[[@ref061]\]. In one of these studies, animals were given a single treatment lasting only a few seconds, then tested 12 and 18 months thereafter \[[@ref063]\]. To summarize, well-designed RF treatment studies involving "normal" rodents have not demonstrated any long-term cognitive impairment resulting from treatment.

Other functions in rodents (immune function, oxidative markers, BBB) {#sec0035}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Although several endpoints (immune function, oxidative markers, and blood-brain barrier \[BBB\] integrity) have not been analyzed to our knowledge in human RF exposure studies, studies in normal rodent studies have investigated the effects of full-body 900 MHz RF treatment on these endpoints. Regarding immune function, Johansson \[[@ref065]\] reviewed the literature involving RF effects on the immune system (both T- and B-cell compartments) and found no effects of 900 MHz RF treatment, although effects at harmful "microwave" frequencies (e.g., 2450 MHz) were reported. With 900 MHz RF treatment for 1 month to mice, Gatta \[[@ref066]\] reported that neither T- norB-cell compartments were affected and that a clinically relevant effect of RF treatment on the immune system was unlikely. Similarly, Nasta \[[@ref067]\] found that the same one-month RF treatment protocol did not affect the B-cell peripheral compartment (T1 and T2 cells, mature follicular and marginal zone B-cells) or antibody (IgM and IgG) production. Most recently, Rosado \[[@ref068]\] found no effects of 900 MHz-exposed bone marrow cells on their long-term (3-month) ability to reconstitute peripheral T and B cells, and no differences in thymocyte number, frequency, or proliferation. Collectively, these rodent studies suggest that the immunosystem will not be impacted by TEMT in humans, especially since only the head will be exposed to RF treatment.

Animal and cell culture studies have evaluated oxidative markers for evidence of oxidative stress/damage induced by 900 MHz RF treatment and have largely found little evidence for oxidative stress/damage. Seven days of 900 MHz RF exposure to rabbits resulted in no effects on all brain oxidative markers evaluated, including SOD, GSH-peroxidase, MDA, and NO \[[@ref069]\]. Similarly, 900 MHz RF treatment to mouse cell cultures did not affect reactive oxygen species (ROS) production \[[@ref070]\], while levels of oxidants/antioxidants (GSSH, SOD, catalase, glutathione peroxidase activity), oxidative damage/toxicity (trypan blue dye exclusion assay), and NO production were unaffected \[[@ref071]\]. Results from these animal studies are consistent with our results showing no effects of daily RF treatment for 8 months on oxidative measures \[[@ref015]\]. Regarding 900 MHz RF effects on the BBB, Finnie \[[@ref072]\] reported that BBB integrity was maintained in mice after two years of daily treatment and Grafstom \[[@ref073]\] found no evidence of BBB breakdown in rats treated once weekly for one year. By contrast, Tang \[[@ref064]\] found damaged BBB after more acute treatment of 14--28 days. Collectively, these studies suggest that, although temporary effects of EMF on BBB integrity are possible, no long-term effects have beendemonstrated.

Thus, from the standpoints of immune function, oxidative stress, and BBB integrity, there is essentially no evidence from animal studies that 900 MHz RF treatment induces deleteriously effects.

SECTION III: HUMAN STUDIES RELATED TO TEMT SAFETY AND EFFICACY {#sec0040}
==============================================================

General health studies {#sec0045}
----------------------

Particularly since 2005, many studies in normal adults have investigated the safety of cell phone use (especially GSM 900 phones) on indices of general human health such as sleeplessness, fatigue, dizziness, digestive disturbances, concentration difficulties, blood cell profiles, blood pressure, or cognitive function. The single antenna of these commercially available devices is held close to the human head during use and their electromagnetic frequency of around 900 MHz and SAR levels of \<1.6 W/kg are close to those for any given antenna of the TEMT device that we have in clinical trials. In that only one antenna of the TEMT device is ON/active at any given time, the results of human studies investigating health effects of both short- and long-term GSM 900 cell phone use are especially pertinent to determining safety of our TEMT device. General health aspects of cell phone use will be considered first, followed by an analysis of the purported association between cell phones and brain cancers. It is important to note that this evaluation of human health effects of cell phones largely involves electromagnetic (RF) exposure from GSM 900 MHz cell phones, although some studies also included other cell phone technologies (e.g., GSM 1800/1900 MHz, UMTS). Obviously, GSM 900 cell phones are the closest in electromagnetic parameters to the TEMTdevice.

Valberg \[[@ref074]\] summarized findings of the World Health Organization's workshop on health issues potentially related to cell phone use and concluded that there is little support for adverse health effects from cell phones at or below levels established by international standards. Valberg \[[@ref074]\] underscored that the more recent, better-designed human studies are universally negative, particularly regarding cancer development. In a very comprehensive review, Krewski \[[@ref047]\] stated that, "*All of the authoritative reviews completed within the last 2 years have concluded that there is no clear evidence of adverse health effects associated with radiofrequency fields*". In an update of their original report, Krewski and colleagues \[[@ref075]\] again found there was no clear evidence of adverse health effects associated with radiofrequency fields/cell phones. For the period 2000--2011, Moussa \[[@ref076]\] evaluated epidemiologic, systemic, and meta-analysis studies, and also found no consistent pattern for exposure to mobile phones being detrimental to health.

The aforementioned studies, and others, have lead prominent health organizations in the U.S. to conclude that there is no clear evidence of adverse health effects associated with radiofrequency fields. The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) states that, "*The weight of the current scientific evidence has not conclusively linked cell phone use with any adverse health problems.*" The FDA states that, *"Studies reporting biological changes associated with radiofrequency energy have failed to be replicated and the majority of human epidemiologic studies have failed to show a relationship between RF exposure from cell phones and health problems."* The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) states that scientific research as a whole does not support a statistically significant association between cell phone use and healtheffects.

Cognitive/physiologic studies {#sec0050}
-----------------------------

Regarding subjective symptoms and cognitive function, Kwon \[[@ref077]\] conducted an extensive review of studies evaluating behavioral and neurophysiological effects of cell phone use. They found no evidence that any subjective symptoms (sleeplessness, headache, dizziness, fatigue, etc.) were induced by cell phone use; such symptoms reported in supposed hypersensitive individuals are thus psychosomatic in nature. Moreover, in over 30 published papers (most of which involved GSM 900 phones), Kwon \[[@ref077]\] found no evidence that cell phone use resulted in any deleterious effects on cognitive function. Similarly, a meta-analysis performed by Barth et al. \[[@ref078]\] involving 17 studies found no significant effects of GSM 900 phone exposure on cognitive abilities, a conclusion echoed by an additional meta-analysis by Valentini \[[@ref079]\] involving 24 studies. To date, most controlled human studies reporting no deleterious cognitive effects of 900 MHz cell phone exposure have been "acute", single exposure (3--120 min) studies \[[@ref080]\], with the exception of three studies involving daily exposure for 6--27 days \[[@ref087]\]. All of these studies showing no deleterious cognitive effects were exclusively in normal individuals (no AD or other neurologically-diseased subjects) and all of them involved unilateral RF exposure to only one hemisphere via a cell phone held next to the head.

No controlled human studies have investigated the cognitive effects of "long-term" and "bilateral" GSM 900 EMF treatment in normal subjects over months or years. However, two epidemiologic-based human studies have already provided indirect evidence that continued RF exposure via cell phone use could be associated with enhanced cognitive performance (executive function) in normal subjects \[[@ref090]\] and a much reduced risk of hospitalization due to AD and vascular dementia for long-term cell phone users of 10 years or more \[[@ref091]\]. Although involvinga very high 10,500 MHz frequency and extremely low power levels, a recent pilot study administered EMF clinically to AD patients three times a week for 5 weeks, resulting in significant improvement in a variety of cognitive measures \[[@ref092]\]. However, the known inability of such a high EMF frequency to penetrate brain tissue, especially at the extremely low EMF utilized, suggest an unconventional mechanism may be involved in these cognitive benefits.

A number of physiologic effects have been reported with "acute" 900 MHz cell phone exposure in normal humans. First, cortical excitability is enhanced, as measured by evoked potentials \[[@ref093]\]. Second, numerous studies have reported that acute 900 MHz cell phone exposure enhances alpha wave activity (important for basic cognitive processing) in awake cortical EEG \[[@ref084]\]. All of these studies suggest that neuronal activity could be beneficially enhanced by 900 MHz exposure. Since neuronal activity is coupled to glucose utilization, it is not surprising that an increase in brain glucose utilization (indexed by FDG-PET scanning) was observed in brain areas closest to the cell phone antenna \[[@ref097]\]. In view of these diverse physiologic studies, electromagnetic waves from cell phones could actually be providing beneficial physiologic effects on brain function in normal humans.

Importantly, Wessapan \[[@ref098]\] showed that the electromagnetic parameters we are utilizing in our clinical studies (around 900 MHz and 1.6 W/kg SAR) result in a very minimal 0.1-0.2°C increase in brain temperature in their human head FDTD simulation study. Wang \[[@ref099]\], as well as Van Leeuwen \[[@ref100]\], also calculated brain temperature in their FDTD simulation studies involving 900 MHz exposure and found no more than a 0.1°C rise in brain temperature. Since any potential health problems due to EMF exposure are linked to temperature increases of at least 2-3°C \[[@ref019]\], the very minimal increase in brain temperature calculated in the FDTD studies of Wessapan \[[@ref098]\], Wang \[[@ref099]\], and Van Leeuwen \[[@ref100]\] clearly indicate that the frequency (around 900 MHz) and power level (1.6 W/kg) of our clinical TEMT device is highly unlikely to have any thermally-induced health hazards associated with its use.

Thus, in terms of general health, subjective symptoms, cognitive function, and physiologic measures evaluated in humans, 900 MHz RF exposure has not been associated with any deleterious effects. In the case of cognitive function and physiologic endpoints, there is evidence that such exposure may actually be beneficial.

Brain cancer studies {#sec0055}
--------------------

The notion that GSM 900 MHz or 1800 MHz cell phones can increase the risk of brain cancer originated with a single group of Swedish researchers around 2004 and became prominent around 2008 \[[@ref101]\]. Investigating the Swedish population, these researchers have repeatedly published epidemiologic studies since then concluding that GSM cell phone exposure doubles the risk of brain glioma and acoustic neuroma after 10 or more years of cell phone use \[[@ref103]\]. Their most recent epidemiologic study \[[@ref106]\] pooled two case-control studies involving Swedish patients diagnosed during 1997--2003 and 2007--2009. With cell phone exposure assessed by a self-administered questionnaire, Hardell \[[@ref106]\] reported a 1.8x increased risk of glioma overall through 20 years. It is important to recognize that the current life-long risk of developing any form of brain cancer is about 0.5%. So even if the risk of brain cancer was doubled by long-term cell phone use (which overwhelming evidence says is not the case), the life-long risk of brain cancer would still only be a small 1% ! If NeuroEM's TEMT device is shown to be an effective therapeutic against AD in clinical trials, the vast majority of AD patients and their families would gladly accept this claimed doubling of brain cancer risk to 1%.

Based in part on the above results reported by Swedish investigators, a working group from the World Health Organization's International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) in 2011 classified radiofrequency fields emitted from mobile phones as "possibly carcinogenic to humans". The IARC put RF fields into Category 2B, based on "limited" evidence suggesting an association between exposure from mobile phones and two types of brain cancer (glioma and acoustic neuroma) \[[@ref107]\]. This report puts mobile phone exposure in the same potential risk Category (2B) as coffee. Any listing of carcinogenic agents by the IARC that suggests coffee is potentially carcinogenic has questionable credibility or is hopelessly out-of-date (the inclusion of coffee in Category 2B has apparently not been updated since 1991). Indeed, over the past 10 years, there has been mounting scientific evidence that coffee reduces risk of many forms of cancer, including liver cancer, rectal cancer, breast cancer, and prostate cancer \[[@ref108]\]. Following the 2011 IARC report classifying mobile phones in Category 2B, a number of investigators condemned the report as scientifically invalid and misleading. Vigayalaxmi \[[@ref110]\] did a meta-analysis investigating the purported correlation between increased genetic damage and carcinogenesis and found that the Category 2B classification for mobile phones was not supported by genotoxicity-based evidence. Moreover, Wiedemann \[[@ref111]\] reported that the IARC's 2011 study was flawed because characterization of the probability of carcinogenicity was misunderstood by study participants and the respondents greatly overestimated the magnitude of the potential risk from cell phone radiofrequency exposure. In their study reporting no significant effect of intensive cell phone usage on incidence of brain cancers in Taiwan, Hsu \[[@ref112]\] even suggested that the IARC should publish more conscientious reports to spare the public unnecessary worries.

In contrast to the above studies from a single Swedish group and the IARC's classification, large and well-designed human epidemiologic studies performed since 2010 have concluded time and time again that long-term exposure to RF fields of around 900 MHz (typifying cell phones in the U.S.) have no negative impact on health, particularly on incidence of brain tumors. The large INTERPHONE Study \[[@ref113]\], performed by a subsidiary of the WHO, involved 13 nations (including Sweden) with the goal of determining if RF waves from long-term cell phone use of over 10 years increased risk of brain cancers (glioma, acoustic neuroma, meningioma). This huge cased-controlled and recall-based study found no elevated risk of brain cancer with 10 or more years of cell phone use. Also, no relationship was found between lifetime number of phone calls (higher amounts of cell phone use) and brain cancer. A 2011 review of the INTERPHONE Study by the National Institute of Environmental Health and Safety (NIEHS) firmly agreed with the study's conclusion and underscored that the INTERPHONE Study actually found an overall reduced risk of brain cancer with regular mobile phone use versus non-users \[[@ref114]\]. Moreover, a recent extension from the INTERPHONE Study reported no relationship between location of brain tumors and regions of the brain that were exposed to the highest level of RF energy from cell phones \[[@ref115]\].

In another huge epidemiologic study \[[@ref116]\] with no selection bias and no recall bias, 358,000 cell phone subscribers in Denmark were followed for 17 years (1990--2007). Irrespective of whether subscribers had used cell phones for 10--13 years or more than 13 years, the incidence of brain cancers (glioma, acoustic neuroma, meningioma) was not increased. In the prospective Million Women Study (UK) involving 791,000 women, there was no increased risk of glioma, acoustic neuroma, or meningioma during 7 years of follow-up through 2011 \[[@ref117]\]. Barchana \[[@ref119]\] actually found a decreased risk of gliomas in the Asian Pacific region after cell phones became available around 1995. Finally, Lagorio \[[@ref120]\] recently performed a meta-analysis of 29 studies investigating cell phone use and brain cancer. In long-term cell phone users (more than 10 years), the relative risks of glioma, acoustic neuroma, and meningioma were non-significant.

Because of the aforementioned large and well-designed clinical studies, major health organizations have conclude there are no health problems (including cancer) that have been linked to radiofrequency/cell phone exposure. For example, the National Cancer Institute's 2015 website states, *"To date, there is no evidence from studies of cells, animals, or humans that radiofrequency energy can cause cancer"*. Indeed, NCI's Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Program, which tracks cancer incidence in the U.S. over time, found no increase in brain cancer incidence between 1987 and 2007, despite the dramatic increase in cell phone use in the U.S. during that time \[[@ref121]\]. Even in Sweden's national cancer statistics, the incidence rates for glioma have not risen since 1970 \[[@ref123]\], and glioma rates in Nordic countries from 1979 through 2008 have not increased \[[@ref124]\], despite much increased use of cell phones in these countries. Furthermore, the U.S. FCC states that there is no scientific evidence that shows that wireless phone use can lead to cancer or to other health problems. Similar conclusions have been reached by the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS), the FDA, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). These organizations and the multitude of scientific studies since 2010 firmly revoke the Hardell group's studies in Sweden, which formed the basis for the IARC's erroneous categorization of mobile phone exposure as "possibly carcinogenic to humans".

Thus, regarding around 900 MHz RF exposure to humans via long-term cell phone use (i.e., essentially at the same parameters as our TEMT device), many epidemiologic studies from numerous laboratories have strongly affirmed that there is no enhanced risk of brain cancers or any other cancer. Although not at the 900 MHz frequency focused on in this review, in-home RF treatment at 27 MHz to patients with various cancers was not only safe, but appeared to induce anti-tumor effects \[[@ref125]\]. Particularly for liver cancer \[[@ref125]\], it was concluded that daily RF treatment may increase the time to radiological progression of the disease. Such studies suggest that, far from causing cancer, RF treatment may actually be therapeutic against it

CONCLUSIONS {#sec0060}
===========

Since pharmacologic interventions against AD have thus far been unsuccessful in slowing or reversing the AD process, non-pharmacologic therapeutics against the disease must now be seriously considered. Based on a diversity of pre-clinical studies from our laboratory in collaboration with others, the neuromodulatory approach of TEMT appears to offer unique, disease-modifying potential that could limit or reverse AD memory loss. In reviewing the evidence from animal, cell culture, and human clinical studies, this article concludes that TEMT should be a safe therapeutic against AD and other neurodegenerative diseases, even with long-term utility. Our just-initiated Phase I clinical trial involving TEMT administration to AD subjects will provide an even more definitive assessment of TEMT's safety and potential efficacy against AD.
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![EMF treatment, begun in young adulthood, protects AD mice (Tg) mice from cognitive impairment and improves basic memory of normal mice. Cognitive interference testing at 4-5 months (A) and 6-7 months (B) into EMF treatment revealed overall \[Tg and non-Tg(NT) animals combined\] cognitive benefits at the initial test point and cognitive protection of Tg mice at the later test point during the first of two test Blocks. C) Proactive interference testing during Block 2 revealed both overall benefit (at 4-5 M) and cognitive protection of Tg mice (at 6-7M). ^\*^*p* \< 0.05 versus other group(s) at same time point; ^†^*p* \< 0.05 versus Tg/EMF group. D) Normal (NT) mice at 6-7 months into EMF treatment showed superior Y-maze spontaneous alternation. ^\*^*p* \< 0.05 versus all other groups.](jad-53-jad160165-g001){#jad-53-jad160165-g001}

![At 8 months into EMF treatment, cognitively-impaired AD mice (Tg) mice exhibited cognitive benefits and reduced brain Aβ deposition. A) Cognitive interference testing revealed Tg/EMF mice as vastly superior to Tg controls in 3-trial recall and retroactive interference performance. Even non-transgenic (NT) mice receiving EMF exposure showed better recall performance than NT controls, particularly early in recall testing. The final 2-day block of testing is shown from four days of testing. Upper graph: ^\*^*p* \< 0.025 versus control; Lower graph: ^\*^*p* \< 0.05 or higher level of significance versus control. B) Long-term EMF treatment significantly reduced total Aβ deposition in entorhinal cortex and hippocampus of Tg mice. Photomicrographic examples of typical Aβ immunostained-plaques from Tg and Tg/EMF mice are provided. ^\*^*p* \< 0.02 versus Tg control group. Scale bar = 50 μm.](jad-53-jad160165-g002){#jad-53-jad160165-g002}

![*In Vitro* EMF treatment of hippocampal homogenates from aged Tg mice results in progressively decreased Aβ oligomerization between 3 and 6 days into treatment. Western blots display the 80 kDa Aβ oligomer on top and the β-Actin protein control on bottom. Left panel shows non-treated Tg controls of progressive Aβ aggregation, while right panel shows the same homogenates treated with EMF through 6 days.](jad-53-jad160165-g003){#jad-53-jad160165-g003}

![Long-term EMF treatment of aged AD (Tg) mice dramatically increased soluble Aβ~1--40~ levels in mitochondria preparations from both cortex and hippocampus. These 5--10x increases in mitochondrial Aβ are consistent with an EMF-induced disaggregation of toxic Aβ oligomers associated with intraneuronal mitochondria.](jad-53-jad160165-g004){#jad-53-jad160165-g004}

![EMF treatment greatly enhances mitochondrial function within both cerebral cortex and hippocampus of aged AD (Tg) mice. Shown are percent changes across six measures of mitochondrial function, wherein 50--150% enhancements were induced by EMF treatment.](jad-53-jad160165-g005){#jad-53-jad160165-g005}

![TEMT increases neuronal activity in entorhinal cortex of aged AD mice, as indicated by the number of cFos-stained neurons. Note increased number of active neurons in AD mice given long-term TEMT (right) compared to control AD mice not given TEMT (left). For AD and normal mice, average number of c-Fos-stained neurons in entorhinal cortex from five representative fields increased from 83 neurons per field in controls to 100 neurons per field after TEMT (↑21%; *p* \< 0.02).](jad-53-jad160165-g006){#jad-53-jad160165-g006}

![An FDTD computer simulation showing deep electric field penetration by an excitation element (one of eight elements) positioned on the cranium. Deep brain regions, such as the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex, are easily affected by this single element.](jad-53-jad160165-g007){#jad-53-jad160165-g007}

![A, B) There are no changes in brain temperature of AD transgenic mice (both APPsw and APPsw+PS1) and normal mice (NT) during acute EMF treatment (two 1-h treatments during a single day) compared naïve Tg and NT mice of various ages. C) The strong correlation between brain and body temperature, with brain temperature typically being 0.3-0.4°C cooler.](jad-53-jad160165-g008){#jad-53-jad160165-g008}

![Body and brain temperature measurements for AD mice recorded prior to the start of EMF treatment (control), as well as at 5 days and 12 days into EMF treatment. For both control and treatment time points, there were no differences between EMF-treated and control AD mice for either body or brain temperatures. As well, no significant differences in OFF versus ON temperatures were evident in EMF-treated AD mice.](jad-53-jad160165-g009){#jad-53-jad160165-g009}
